
Supply Chain Planner

Your tasks

Plan and optimize materials for High Pressure hoses
Ordering the required minimum quantity, reducing waste and stock
levels to a minimum
Create, follow and manage material call-offs and orders required by
the BOM
Check and plan inventory levels with G.I.B. Disco Cockpit Operations
Improve SIOP processes
Keeping contact with the external and internal suppliers
Keeping contact with strategical purchasing
Create and maintain SAP article numbers
Initiate and implement continuous improvement activities by applying
CBS methods
Support a sustainable production 
Cost savings, variations reduction

Your profile

MSc or BSc Mechanical Engineer or Economic degree
High level of English, Hungarian and a third language is advantage
Self-motivated behavior
SAP knowledge
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Power Point) intermediate level usage

Our offer

Yearly performance bonus
 Cafeteria
Health Program, massage, yoga
 Medicover Health Insurance Package
 Flexible working hours

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In
2021, Continental generated sales of €33.8 billion and currently
employs more than 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On
October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 150th anniversary.

The ContiTech group sector develops and manufactures, for example,
cross-material, environmentally friendly and intelligent products and
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systems for the automotive industry, railway engineering, mining,
agriculture and other key industries. Guided by the vision of “smart and
sustainable solutions beyond rubber,” the group sector draws on its
long-standing knowledge of the industry and materials to open up new
business opportunities by combining various materials with electronic
components and individual services. 


